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Please enable javascript to use this site. This mod is a change in the female gait animation in Fallout 4. Update:4.3.1 q Updated only Basic Fashion Archive to 4.3.1. Reduced wagging hips while walking. Update:4.3 q Main Mod (updated to 4.3). - Added animation with melee weapons. The weapon is melee in mode of moving in stealth,
the character will keep on the side. - One of the animations of combat techniques when attacking melee weapons (with upward movement) has been improved. - All fashion files (open files that went in the meshes folder) are now packed into the MODGirlyAnimation file - Main.ba2, so when you upgrade to version 4.3, you will need to
delete the previous version and all the fashion files. who installed through mod managers, lucky, delete and install the new version, those who installed manually, you do not envy, will have to delete a ton of files that I can not list, because the files are just a lot. In your case, all I have to offer is to take the previous version of the fashion
archive 4.2.4.1, see which files in the archive and the same look in the game and delete. If you don't have the previous version 4.2.4.1 left, then in the section How to upgrade to 4.3, left a link to download the archive 4.2.4.1. Update:4.2.4.1 q Main Mod (updated to 4.2.4.1). - Fixed animation with melee weapons in a U-turn attack during a
sprint. - Added a new walking animation. Removed the body file with BBP physics, as it did not work with the replayers of the bodies, now this file goes opiconically, install it if you have a normal playing body and want to have breast physics. - Reduced and improved head movement up down while walking. - Improved animation Change
log: Main mod (updated to 4.2) - added keyword and binding point to support the work of a 10 mm colored pistol and a .44 revolver. The remaining nine weapons already have support. Main mod (updated to 4.1) - added 2 versions of animation with rifles in case of inactivity (see screenshot). It only affects women's GG and female NPCs.
Only for Gauss rifle, Assault Rifle, Hunting Rifle, Nailmet and Laser Musket. Main mod (updated to 4.0) - added animations of hand-to-hand movement and attack with one-handed weapons. Only for the selected melee weapon and only for women. Main mod (updated to 3.1.1) - stabilized walking animation to reduce the defect of vibration
or twitching of the head. Some changes have been made to the usual gait, similar to what he did in the same fashion for the Skyrim game. Fixed uneven, twitchy wagging of the body while walking. Fixed swinging, hand movement. Corrected and modified movements of the buttocks, when walking, running, jerk. The SneakIdle optional
archive is added to the add-on - install this option to reduce the visual defect of the broken right knee when in stealth mode without weapons in the hands, this defect that occurs when installing any body repeaters, for example in the body of CBBE. Main mod (updated to 3.0) - Full range of animations with equipped pistol. Added
animations to rack up inactivity with other weapons. Main mod (updated to 2.6) - Fixed missing parts of animations for weapons. Animations added for most standard Main Mod (updated to 2.4) - Fixed the problem with stealth motion when using the keyboard, your GG was moving too slowly. The custom animation with the rocket launcher
in your hands has been removed. The missing part of the animation for the Savior has been fixed. Main mod (updated to 2.3) - Corrected error with the tremor of the right leg after jumping from a height. Main Mod (updated to 2.2) - Fixed problem when a player gets stuck with slow movement in stealth. - When you upgrade, you'll need to
delete 5 .txt files, read below in How to upgrade. Main mod (updated to 2.1) - Due to the fact that when wearing a .44 caliber pistol detected errors, when trying in the previous version 2.0 to separate the general motion animations with weapons between men and women, maybe somewhere error, I made so that the animation movements
would only be with a 10mm weapon, a blaster of aliens, a savior, a Gamma Gun and a rocket launcher, an animation with .44 and any other animation would be used by animation by default. Main Mod (updated to 2.0) - Added jump animations that include on-the-spot jump, walking jumps, running jumps and high jumps. Divided
animations by default for motion with weapons that were previously used for both female and male characters, now only for female characters. Note: Most of the default jump animations were divided, except for the animation jump while walking. Don't know why Bethesda did it. Why were the same for male and female characters in the
original game? Too I made it so that animations with guns would be only for women. But for all this, the .esp file (MODGirlyAnimation.esp) had to be done with an alternative inactivity animation (updated to 1.3) - A small update to match the animation transitions from the main file. There will be a smooth transition of animations between
different poses of the rack. - Added the second version - Alternative Omission Animation (BUSTY) - Basically it's the same option as the first version of Alternative Inactivity Animation 1.3, but for those who use a body replayer that has huge/large breasts. This option may not be perfect, as there are so many variations in breast size.
(updated to 1.4) - Fixed running animation, especially when your Persian is running in a circle. Alternative inactivity animation (updated to 1.2) - Added a new stand posture in inactivity (stroking the chest with your hands), now 3 different cyclical motion animations. The animation is optimized for the playing body. On other body repeaters,
the animation can have the hand dip in the texture of the chest, looking at what size the breasts are. - Fixed frontal stuttering animations when running. - Removed the file MTBehavior.hkx, previously it was made to correct the camera errors on standby, but as it turned out created another error (extra sounds of steps in the Power Armor).
So be sure to remove the MTBehavior.hkx file from your game on the way Data/meshes/Actors/Character/Behaviors/ - The inactivity animation has been reworked with the right camera view. - Fixed stuttering animation running, if you look at the character from the side, that is, from the side. - By additional link Alternative animation in
inactivity, these are two custom sexy animations waiting (there will be a transition between them, mix). - Reduced head motion animation while running and animation in inactivity. - Mod is no longer in .esp and .ba2, but in unpacked form, that is only one folder meshes, there are no .esp and .ba2, which means that you can now combine
animation files from different mods, more details what the files from fashion mean, read below. - Alternative running animation is added to the additional link below. MOD changes the following animations: 1) Animation of slow walking, jogging, running and sprinting (women). 2) Animation rack in inactivity (woman). 3) Animation of
movements holding a gun in your hand (affects only women). The movement animation and the usual rack only affect women. Body Physics: (optional) - The physics of the breasts and buttocks is added for the normal playing body by default in lingerie. (i.e. if you have installed any body replayr, such as a CBBE or another, then
accordingly breast physics and butts will not be) Example video: q Animation movement with a weapon in your hand only affects women. File Content and Value: Data'Meshes/Actors'Character'Animations'MT'Neutral'Female' - Basic Movements (walking, jogging, running, sprinting) and most jump animations.
Data'Meshes'Actors'Character'Animations'MT'Neutral'Female'JumpWalk - Custom Animations. Contains one of the jump animations. Data'Meshes/Actors'Character'Animations'MT'Player'Female - The Idle Pose of the Main Movement (without weapons). Data'Meshes/Actors'Character'Animations'Weapon'Pistol'Female - Custom
Animations. Contains all the animations of inactivity with a gun in hand. Data\Meshes\Actors\Character\Animations\1HM - melee with one-handed weapon. Non-binding alternative running animation: (Alternate Running) - On the add-on link there is a run animation file, with a change in running speed and shift at the request of one of the
users. Reduced hand movements to the sides compared to the animation of running out of mainstream fashion. Optional alternative animation of inactivity: (Sexy Idle Pose) - On the add-on link there is an optional inactivity animation file, these are three custom animations of waiting (will go between them, mix), hand on hand, stroking your
hand on the hairstyle, stroking the chest with your hands. Non-binding alternative inactivity animation: (Sexy Idle Pose (Busty) - Basically it's the same option as the first version of Sexy Idle Pose, but for those who use a body repeater with huge/large breasts. This option may not be perfect, as there are so many variations in breast size.
Optional animation to fix a broken knee:(SneakIdle) - Install this option to reduce the visual defect of a broken right knee when in stealth mode without weapons in your hands, this defect that occurs when installing any body repeaters, such as the body CBBE. Set on top of the main fashion with file replacement. Optional physics for the
standard body: (not for body repeaters) (BBP Default Body Mesh) - You can download and install a file that adds BBP physics to the normal game body (not to body repeaters), so if you have a body repeater in the game for example CBBE, then do not install this file! - Use this file only if you have a normal unmoded Body.
Data'Meshes/Actors'CharacterAssets/FemaleBody.nif Note on Compatibility: If you use another body replayr, BBP physics at the chest and buttocks of this fashion will not! The MTBehavior file has been modified to allow other animations to be used as a rack for inactivity. Any other mods that modify this file will not be compatible. Not
compatible with The BetterFemaleWalk mod, or rather will be compatible, but there will be no walking animation on foot, everything else will be. Requirements: Fallout 4 When updated from 1.0 to 4.3.1: - All fashion files of the previous version are removed. Who installed through mod managers, remove the mod and install the new
version, those who installed manually, delete a ton of files that I can not list, because there are many files. Installation: (can be manually or through fashion managers) 1. Download the Main Mod, in the archive take MODGirlyAnimation - Main.ba2 and MODGirlyAnimation.esp from the Data folder and put in the data folder in the game,
confirm the replacement of files if necessary and activate the mod. 2. You can download Alternative Running Animation (read above the explanation of what the file is) and set the file-replacement game into play. 3. You can download Alternative Inactivity Animation at will (read above the explanation of what the file is) and set the game
with file replacement. 4. You can download the Alternative Inactivity Animation (BUSTY) (read the explanation above above what the file is) and set the file-replacement game into play. 5. On the dole.link at will you can download Animation to correct the broken knee in stealth (SneakIdle) (read above explanation what this file is) and set in
to replace files. 6. You can download BBP Default Body Mesh at will and set it in play. Video: Walking, jogging, running and sprinting Movement with a gun: fallout 4 animation mods not working. fallout 4 animation mods xbox one. fallout 4 best animation mods. fallout 4 weapon animation mods. fallout 4 how to install animation mods.
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